
Lancaster University 
Fylde College 
Syndicate Meeting Tuesday 30th April 2013 
Fylde Common Room 1.00 p.m. 
 
 

Apologies: Katy Beth Heaword, Jordan Finneran , Heather Willes, Mandy Chetwynd Arielle 
Planchette, Penny Park, Ave Cruickshank 

Attendees; Frank Wareing, Denise Rutledge, David Summers, Jamie Rogers, Simon Clarke,  Shelagh 
Walsh, , Sam Parry, Chrissi Meyer, Jackie Williams, Shelagh Walsh, Omar Anwar, Joe Short, Ricky 
Dunn, Robin Challinor, Arron Mallinson. 

1. Senate 

Information items (oral reports) 

 Details of the HEFCE grant letter for 2013-2014 – the funding gap brought about by the rise in 

tuition fees and the lack of funding by the government will of course continue until 2014. Added to 

this situation is that Lancaster under recruited by about 100 last year and the figure for 2013 intake 

is looking similar. The Arts subjects are having difficulty in attracting students due to a perceived 

reduced employability at the end of degree. There may be some contingency plans coming in to 

play at Departmental level. The issue of A level grades required may be looked at. 

The Colleges could play a greater part at Open Days to attract students. 

 Update on the Lancaster Medical School – there would be a report on a visit by the BMC which is 

the authority to enable Lancaster to grant its own medical degrees. This may happen in a year or 

two. 

 Report on the review of provision at GD Goenka (Indian campus) – it seems likely that Lancaster will 

have to put more resources into Goenka to bring levels of academic provision up to a high enough 

level for Lancaster to fully approve the degrees awarded. Lancaster’s overseas programme is very 

ambitious. There will soon be more Lancaster degrees awarded overseas than at home. 

 Forward Schedule of Senate Business – the Principal said that of relevance for students would be 

the discussion of student employability and opportunities, including internships here at Lancaster. 

 V-C's update – this would be a reflection on the HE environment at present 

Substantive items 

 Honorary Degrees (new criteria and procedures)  - a slight change in the criteria means that 
Lancaster would be favouring ‘high flying’ academics with an impact across society. In future 
nominations would be invited from across the University from both SCR and JCR. 

 Report and recommendations of the Senate Effectiveness Working Group – It was expected that 
this Senate would see the final agreement about Senate size. It was likely that colleges would lose 
their additional member (so, only Principals would be attending in the future). The overall size of 
Senate would be from 90 to between 60-70. 

 Proposal to Re-appoint the Dean of the Faculty of Health and Medicine – there would be a proposal 
to reappoint Prof Tony Gatrell as Dean for a year. 

 

2. Report from the last meeting of the Colleges and Student Experience Committee 
Two main items arose from this meeting for consideration by the colleges.  
Globalisation & Internationalisation With the fact that Lancaster is increasingly aware that it has a student 
body that is international the colleges must be seen to provide an environment of welcome and 
involvement for all. This is especially to be borne in mind as Freshers’ Week planning is imminent.  
Student space 



According to HEFCE, the university has on average 27% more recreational space per student than is 
recommended. This is  largely a result of the collegiate nature of the University and distributed space 
(rather than having one central Student Union building). This statistic however does not mean that all 
colleges are well provided, nor does it recognise the fact that some college space (such as cellar storage , 
college admin office) are not actually used BY THE STUDENTS. 
Fylde is fully aware of the advantage it has with a Common Room space and duly shares this where 
possible with other colleges. The college takes on the responsibility of maintaining the space and making 
sure that it is used for non alcoholic student events, departmental meetings (where a relaxed breakout 
space is needed) and for CEEC workshops, LUSU meetings, presentations and other society meetings. 
 
 

3. Production of a Colleges' promotional video 
The Principal reported that it had been decided to use the financial gift from an alumnus donation towards 
the creation of a Colleges video for the University. 
Ideas and volunteers were welcome and it was realised that for it to be completed this term in time for the 
new intake could be difficult due to the pressures on students’ exam timetables etc 
 

4. AOB 

 


